
OL4 plain language explanation

11.34. Any person who may have radioactive material on the skin or clothing
should take actions to prevent inadvertent ingestion of the material (which may not
be visible). Appropriate actions include washing tie hands before drinking, eating
or smoking, and keeping the hands away from the mouth until they have been
washed. Further actions include changing clothes as soon as possible and
showering before putting on clean clothes. The removed clothing should be put in a
bag until it can be dealt with. These recommendations also apply to those people
who may have been monitored. The recommended actions for OIL4 take into
account the most vulnerable members of the public (e.g. infants and pregnant
women). It is assumed that people might eat with contaminated hands and thereby
might ingest radioactive material. Timely monitoring and immediate
decontamination by experts may not be possible. and the contamination levels nay
be very difficult to detect under emergency conditions. but potentially coutaminated
persons can take the effective actions mentioned above to protect themselves.

OIL5 plain language explanation

11.35. Below OIL5. Locally produced food. inlk and water have been screened.
and all members of the public, including infants, children and pregnant women.
can safely drink the milk and water and eat the food during the emergency phase.

OIL6 plain language explanation

11.36. Below OIL6: Locally produced food. milk and water have been screened,
and all members of the public, including infants, children and pregnant women,
can safely drink the milk and water and eat the food during the emergency phase.

11.37. Above OIL6: Locally produced food, milk and water have been screened
and the measurements indicate that further investigation is necessary before
unrestricted general consumption of these items is allowed. However, if
restriction of consumption is likely to result in severe malnutrition or
dehydration, because no replacement food. milk or water is available, then these
items may be consumed for a short time until replacements are available.

1.38. The analysis for OIL6 considers the most vuhlerable members of the public
(e.g. infants and pregnant women), and it assumes that all of the food. milk and
water is contaminated. Exceeding the criteria therefore might not mean that the
food. water or milk is unsuitable for consumption but might indicate that further
investigation, including consideration of actual consumption rates and additional
screening. is needed.
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Appendix III

DEVELOPMENT OF EALs AND EXAMPLES OF EALs
FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS

Ii.1. Reference [2]. in para. 4.19. requires the operator of a facility or a
practice in threat category I. IIH I or IV (which include light water reactors) to
implement a system for classifying all potential nuclear and radiological
emergencies that would warrant an emergency intervention to protect workers
and the public.

111.2. The events considered in the classification system should not be
expanded to include all reportable events. but should be lmuted to alerts and
emergencies that require immediate on-site action'.

II1.3. The following classes are defined for facilities in threat categories I and
H1: general emergency site area emergencyý facility emergency and alert [2].

111.4. Declaration of an emergency in any of these emergency classes should
initiate a response that is considerably beyond normal operations. Four is the
minimum numbei of classes. Each class initiates a distinctly different level of
response, as shown in Fig. 6.

AlaAi' I Facility y site a• emergecy Genea, tzmt
I actii o te e the situation and nipte the consequences

Im e actioto p those on the siteIi Preparations to take protectiv action off the site
Immediate aons to protect
thie public off the site

FIG 6. Relationship of response actions under the classification system. (Note: The actions are

nor presented in a saquence for implementation.)

16 Examples of events that should not be included in the emergency classification system

are: technical deficiencies exceeding the limits of in-service inspection codes: equipment
failure beyond expected reliability limits: detection of major design deficiencies or of potential
accident sequences outside the plant's design basis: symptoms of severe deficiencies in

operator training or behaviour: breaches of technical specifications or of transport regulations;

and deficiencies in safety culture.
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[H.5. Reference [2], in para. 4.20, states that "The criteria for classification shall
be predefmed emergency action levels (EALs) that relate to abnormal conditions for
the facility or practice concerned, security related concerns. releases of radioactive
material, environmental measurements and other observable indications".

111.6. The following are examples of situations that could lead to a general
emergency:

-Actual or projected17 damage to the reactor core . large amounts of recently
discharged fuel in combination with actual danage to barriers or critical
safety systems such that a radioactive r becomes highly probable-,

-- Detection of radiation levels off th si that warrant urgent protectiv
measures:

- A malicious act resulting in aninabilty to monitor or control critialfety
systems that are neededto prevent a release, or in exposures off the site that
could result in doses that warrant urgent protective actions.

II1.7. The following are examples of situations that could lead to a site area
emergency:

-A major decrease in the level of defence in depth provided for the reactor
core or actively cooled fue:

- A major decrease in protection against an accidental criticality:
- Opndltions such that amoy additional filtres could result in a general emergency:
- Doses off the sit approaching the intervention levels for urgent protective

actions:
-A malicious act with dhe potential to disrupt the performance of critical

safety fimctions or to result in a major release or severe exposures.

Il.8. The following are examples of situations that could lead to a facility
emergency:

-- A fuel handling emergency including the dropping of a fuel transport
containeru

17 'Projected danmage' is indicated by a loss of critical safety functions necessary to

protect the core or large amounts of recently discharged fuel.
18 The dropping of a fuel transport container and a fuel handling accident are considered

facility emergencies because they canmot give rise to doses that warrant protective actions off
the site.
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- An in-facility fire or other emergency not affecting safety systems;
-A malicious or criminal activity (e.g. extortion or blackmail) leading to

hazardous on-site conditions but with no potential to result in a criticality or
a release off the site that would warrant urgent protective actions:

- Loss of shielding or control for a large gamma emitter or for spent fuel;
- Rupture of a dangerous source-

High doses on the site approaching intervention levels for urgent protective
actions:

- Doses exceeding established limits for occupationally exposed staff,
including workers in transport or handling activities, and including cases of
confinned high values measured by area or process radiation monitorso
from contamination measurements;.
Spills of oil or chemicals that constie a hazard to the environIment:
Civil disturbance (e.g. demonstrations in the vicinity of a nuclear power
plant).

111.9. Alerts are events that do not represent an emergency but that warrant
prompt activation of parts of the on-site response organiation in support of the
operating staff.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND FOR EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION
FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS

1.10. This classification was developed to be as independent as possible of
light water reactor designs. The aim is to develop a classification that can be
considered a usefu reference for the various designs of light water reactors used
throughout the world. When it is applied, the specific reactor design features
available have to be considered.

111. 11. The foundation of the classification system is the fact that core damage
and failure of confinement are both necessary for a severe release and high on-
site doses to occur.

111.12. Thne classes are associated with increasing probability or confidence that
conditions exist that will lead to core damage or to high doses on or off the site.
Such a classification system provides the on-site staff with the greatest
opportunity to mitigate the consequences of the event and the off-site responders
with the greatest opportunity to take effective protective actions for the public.
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APPLICATION OF THE EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION

1mI. 13. The criteria used for classifying the events are called emergency action
levels (EALs). An EAL is a predetermined threshold for an observable that places
the plant and off-site response organizations in preparedness for an emergency in
a given emergency class. There are two fundamentally different types of EAL:
symptom based and event based. Symptom based EALs are site specific
instrument readings (e.g. reactor coolant system pressue higher than a certain
level) or other observable or quantifiable thresholds (e.g. failure of emergency
power supply systems as indicated by a specific parameter). Event based EALs
are more subjective criteria requiring the j ent of the operating staff. An
example of an event based EAL would be'Fire detected in an area cotaini
vital safety systems'.

111.14. When possible. symptom based EALs shouldibe used because they make
the classification process more timely and less subject to ero. For facilities
where safety significant systems are monitored by means of inst• ments and
alarms. a large fraction of the EALs may be symptom based in nature, whereas
classification procedures for simple facilities with few insttnnents will consist
almost exclusively of event based EA~s

111.15. Thi nappedix has two tIbles providing examples of EALs for classifying
events 9. Table 12 is for a rea•tor in operating. standby or hot shutdown mode. In
these modes, all the fission product barriers, instunents and safety systems are in
place and opertional- Table 13 is for reactors in cold shutdown mode (reactor
coolmnt system dosed and reacto coolant system coolant temperature less than
100°C) or in refuelling mode. In these modes the amount of energy in the reactor
coolant system, decay heat generation and short lived fission products are greatly
reduced. In addition, in these modes the reactor coolant system and containment
may not be in place (e.g. the reactor pressure vessel head may have been
removed) and fewer safety systems and instruments are required to be
operational. The scopes of these two tables, as described, conservatively bound
the essential criterion. which is whether the reactor coolant system is sealed or not
sealed (i.e. open to the atmosphere).

'9 Examples of EALs for a facility emergency are not included because research and

generic studies have not been done to identify the range of possible facility emergencies that
could be used as a finn basis for developing such examples. Events that are classified as a
facility emergency and EALs for their classification should therefore be based on site specific
analysis.
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111. 16. The criteria in the tables are organized to provide for the earliest possible
classification of an event that could result in a severe release. The criteria are
provided in the following order: (1) impairment of a critical safety finction;
(2) loss of fission product barriers: (3) increased radiation levels on the site,
(4) increased radiation levels off the site- (5) security events. fires. explosions,
releases of toxic gas, natural events and other events; and (6) spent fuel pool
events.

111.17. Tables 12 and 13 contain examples of EALs that address the elements of
the classification system. The EALs provided in the tables should therefore be
replaced with site specific EALs. The following gidance applies for this procm"'

It is crucial that the site specific class•fication procedure be designed fr
fast (to be completed in a few minutes) and easy use in an event.
Care should be taken to ensure that the classification procedues are usable
under accident conditions, when the workload and stress are very high.

- The perfonnance of instruments ii an emergency should also be considered
in developing the EALs. Tables 12 and 13 include notes about facts that
should be considered when using various instrmments in an emergency. Not
all instruments are qualified for reliable operation in harsh accident
conditions.
The site specific EALs should use the iuits of the instunients and the
terminology used in the plant.

- Once the site specific EAL system has been developed, it should be tested
and/or validated i drills and walk-through sessions to ensure that it is
usable by the assigned control room staff in emergency conditions.

- The final step in implementation is to review the classification system with
off-site officials. The off-site officials who would be tasked with the
implementation of any protective action or other response action called for
by a classification should be in agreement with the classification system.
The EALs and corresponding procedures should be revised on the basis of
operating experience and feedback from exercises.

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES AND
EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION

IMI.18. The main objectives of accident management are to prevent the
escalation of an event to a severe accident, to mitigate the consequences of a
severe accident once it has happened and to achieve a long term safe stable state.
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111.19. Emergency operating procedures aimed at preventing a severe accident
are used by the main control room staff in events not involving a severe accident.
Severe accident management guidelines are developed to deal with a severe
accident, should one occur: severe accident management guidelines are used
primarily by the operating organization's technical support centre or emergency
control centre to advise the main control room staff and off-site emergency
groups on mitigatory measures.

III.20. Paragraph 4.19 of Ref. [2] requires that the operator "shall make
arrangements for the prompt identification of an actual or potential nuclear or
radiological emergency and determination of he appropriate level of respons

I1.21. Any conditions that would warrat the use of emergency operting
procedures would be classified as constituting an emergency and would trigger a
predetermined emergency respýonse on the site. Once conditions of actual or
imminent core damage exist, a transition fom the domain of emergency
operating procedures to the domain of severe accident management guidelines
should take place.

I1.22. The emergency operating procedures and severe accident management
guidelines should be integrated into the organizational structure defined in the
plant emeargency plan and should be coordinated with the plan to ensure a
consistent and coordinated response to severe accident conditions. Plant
conditions in the emergency operating procedures and severe accident
nmnagement guidelines should provide clear inputs for accident entry conditions
in the accident classification for declaring appropriate EALs on the site.

111.23. As part of the implementation of the plant specific emergency operating
procedures and severe accident management guidelines, the emergency plan
should be reviewed with respect to the actions that should be taken following the
emergency operating procedures and severe accident management guidelines, to
ensure that there are no conflicts. It should be ensured that there are no conflicts
with the arrangements made for security. firefighting and support from off the
site, such as off-site firefighters or off-site security services.

111.24. Paragraph 4.7 of Ref. [2] requires that it be ensured "that the transition to
the emergency response and the performance of initial response actions do not
impair the ability of the operational staff (such as the control room staff) to follow
the procedures needed for safe operations and for taking mitigatory actions".
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TECHNICAL ASSUMPTIONS

111.25. The examples of EALs in Tables 12 and 13 are based on the considerable
amount of severe accident research conducted for light water reactors (such as
pressurized water reactors, boiling water reactors and water moderated, water
cooled reactors). The EALs should cover all possible events at a light water
reactor that could result in high doses on the site or in a severe release. However,
they should be compared with the results of any available site specific
probabilistic safety assessment to ensure that all severe accidents are addressed.

111.26. The three possible levels of emergency in Tables 12 and 13 are defmed as
follows [27]:

General ernergeno. Events resultiin an actual release or a substan of a
release requiring the implementation of •rgentprotctive actions ofhe site. This
includes (a) actual severe damage" or projected severe damage to core or to
large amounts of spent fuel, or (b) releases off the site resulting in a dose
exceeding the intervention levels for urgent protective actions. Urgent protective
actions should be taken immediately for the public near the plant when this level
of emergency is declared.

Site area emneiencyv Events resulting in a major decrease in the level of
protection for on-site personni1 or for the public. This includes: (i) a major
decrease in the level of protection providd for the core or for large amounts of
spent fuel: (ii) conditions in which any additional failures could result in damage
to the core or to spent fuel: or (w) high doses on the site or doses off the site
approaching the intervention levels for urgent protective actions. For this class of
emergency. actions should be taken to control the dose to on-site personnel and
preparations should be made to take protective actions off the site.

Alert. Events involving an unknown or significant decrease in the level of
protection for on-site personnel or for the public. For this class of emergency. the
state of readiness of the on-site and off-site response organizations is increased
and additional assessments are made.

20 Severe damage resulting in a release of greater than 20% of the gap inventory.
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C% TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATIQN FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING. STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE

For the following Declare a general emergecoy if. Declare asite area emergency if. Declare an alert if:
entry conditions:

Critical safety function impairment

Failure to stop nuclear reaction' Failure to scram % habovc 5% power Faidwe to scram when above 5% power Failure to fully shut down (increasing
[or inwsi sitespecipawer level]

2  
for in site specific power level] and neutron flux- as part of normal

a nd anw of the following abtvniat conditions indicate that an shutdown with sufficient heat removal

- PressurizctJ water reactor negattv c automaortmanual scram is necessary available (ultimate heat sink available

cooling inon the basisofFg 7 and sufficient)

or
- Vessel water level below topof

active fuel
o(i

- Major (100-1000 times) incases
in multiple radiation monitors

or
Other indication of actual or
imminent core damage

Inadequate core cooling - Vessel water level is, or is projected to VesgeI water level iso r is projected to Vessel water level decreasing over a
vessel level' be, below top of active fuel for more bel low top ofactivefel longertme period than expected while

than 15 min systems am responding as designed

'Stop nuclear reaction' is a general term that includes reactor scram', which is used only for the nertion of control rods into the reactor.

2 Failure to scram the reactor is usually evaluated if reactor power is greater than 5% and conditi i ate that scram is necessary (safety systems are usually capable

of removing beat for the heating rate at less than 5% of nominal power). For some plants, differentplaspecific values should be used.
Increasing neutron flux is an explicit symptom that the reactor is not fully shut down-
Inadequate core cooling is characterized by threekinds ofentry condition: vessel level, core temperattr addqiyheat removal capability. These conditions are valid
for both pressurized water reactors and boiling waterreactors, and are put before the primary system temperatmwhi is relevant for pressurized water reactors only.



'TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING. STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the following Declare a general emergeseny ie Declare a site area emergency if Declare an alert if:
entry conditions:

Notes about level measurement: Vessel water level isor is projected to
bebelow top of [activ flel and any of

- Pressurized water reactor pressurizer the folowing:
levels may not be valid indicators of
ves.sel water level under accident -'vssel injection rate less than lure
conditions Fig. 8 and capac' tmvrprssure

- Pressurized water reactor water leveLs curves ofoperaung pumps]
measured in the vessel can have or
considerable uncertainties (30%) and - Major ( I-1000 times increases
should only be used for trend in multipleradition monitors
assessment or

- Boiling water reactor high dry well Other indications of imminent or
temperature and low pressure actual core damage
accidents (e.g. LOCAs) can cause the Note: Imminent ractorcoolant sy stem
water level to read erroneously high or containment boundary failure might

be considered as additional criteria.'

Inadequate core cooling - Core ex it thermocouple reading greater Core exit thermocouple rmd ing greater Core exit thennocouple reading greater

core temperature' titan 8W0'C than 650'7 than 370TC

Inadequate core cooling - decay heat
removal (considering the operations of
pumps. piping, heat exchangers. heat
sinks, power supply, atuxiliary fluid)

Actual fail u¢ or projected long term
failure ofthe ability to remove decay
heat to the environment, potentially
affecting the abilit to protect the core

Unavailability of the normal feedwaler
system for decay heat removal

7

In the event of core damage, the status of the reactor containment system and the containment barriers wil grely affect the magnitude of the release of fission products.
Elevated core exit temperature is a direct symptom of core cooling degradation. Therefore, this symptn isusedas an entry condition for inadequate core cooling. The
critical water temperature above which liquid water cannot exist irrespective of system pressure is 3700C7 650T avalue usually used for inadequate core cooling in
emergency procedures and indicates that steam-Zr reaction will start to produce hydrogen: 800°C indicates coredarnae that starts at a core temiperatureofabout 12000C.
Normal feedwater is used for heat removal in these modes. If normal teedwater is not available, the alternate water sues should be used for steam generator (SG)

s feeding



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING. STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the lollowing Declare a general emergency it Declare a site area emergency if Declare an alert if:
entry conditions:

Pressurized water reactor - abnormal
pnmary system temperature (inadequate
core cooling)

Note: Temperature should be measured
m the vessel. Most pressurized water
reactors have core exit thermocouples to
measure temperatures in the vessel. Use
the average of the highest four core exit
thermocouple readdigs. If there is water
flow. the hot leg temperature (lT) could
he used if core exit thermocouples are
not available, although this indication is
less prompt.'
For boiling water reactors there are no
instruments that provide a valid reading
of core temperature.

Pressurized water reator - neg itiv
cooling margin on thebsis of Fig 7 or
primary system tmperature exceeds
scale for more than 15 ini [or insert
stie spec timefic r Lctam damag
following a laws of coolnl af cJal]
and any of the following.

- Vessel injection rate less than wvatr
loss due to dec' heat boil-off'rise
Fig. 8 and capacity versus pressurv
curves ofoperatingpwumpsf

or
- Vessel water level below top of

active fuel
or

-Major (I100-1000 times) increas
in multiple radiation monitors

or
- Other indications of actual or

imminent core damage

Pressurized water reactor - negative
cooling margin on the basis ofFig. 7
for mrae than 15 min [or insert site
pecuq/l time that core damage is

poA" efbdlwmng a loss of coolant
acchheul

Pressurized water reactor - primary
system pressure and temperature
indicate negative cooling margin on the
basis of Fig. 7 for more than 5 min

Note: Negative cooling margin is read as
soon as the system temperature is higher
than the saturation temperature at the set
pressure of the reactor coolant system
safety valves.I

Note: Imminent reactor coolant system
or containment boundary failure might
be considered as additional criteria.

T., provides a backup for the core temperature since the flow through the core cannot readily be confirmed and T., chages are delayed relative to the core exit temperature.
This provides a more accurate description of the phenomena inside the reactor vessel.
I" in the event of core damage, the status of the reactor coolant system and containment bartiers will greatly affect tmagnitude of the release of fission products.

H If adequate coolant injection flow cannot be established to restore core heat removal, the reactorcoolant system liquid s t become saturated. If the system temperature
is higher than the saturation temperature at the set pressure of the reactor coolant system safety valves, this prevents t surization of the reactor coolant system.



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the following Declare a general emergency if Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if:
entry conditions:

Loss of AC or DC power sources Actual or projceted loss of all AC or Actual or projected loss of AC or DC AC or DC power needed for operation of
DC power ned for o Oration of power needed for operation of safety safety systems and their supporting
safety systems and their supporting systems and their supporting systems systems is lost or reduced to a single
systems is likely for morethan 45 min fr more than 30 min [or insert sue source
[yr insert site specific ibtm requir•d to spectfic tinie required to uncovr the
unco er core for more tlm 15$ mMJ cure]

Loss of all AC orC IX power onoded for
safety systemsoperation and any oqfthe
following:

- Vessel water level below top of
active fuel

or
- Major ( 100-1000 times) increas4s

in multiple radiation monitors
or

- Other indication of actual or
imminent core damage

Conditions of an unknown cause
affecting safety systems

Condititon which are not understood and
which could potentially affect safety
systems



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the following Declare a general emergency if Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if:
entry conditions:

Loss of or degraded control ofsaiy Unavailability ofsakty system Unavailability of safety system Unreliable functioning of several safety
systems including post-accident izutruments or Qatroisin the control instruments or controls in the control system instruments or controls in the
instrumentation' 2  room and remote c l1 locations and rom fr more than 15 min and major control room for more than 15 min

any of the following: tansient in progress potentially

- esse water level below top of affectinthe ability to protect the core

active fuel
or

- Major (100INOO times) increases
in multiple radiation monitors

or
- Other indicationsof oimm inent or

actual core damage

lOSS of fission product barriers

Major increased risk of damage to the
core or spent fuel

Note: Core damage canoccur if the core
is uncovered for more than 15 min.

Loss for more than 45 min of all the
systems required to protect the coreor
spent fuel [or insert site specific time
required to uncover core for more than
15 min]

Failure ofan additnl safety sy tem Actual or predicted failures leaving only
component will resultincoverig of one train to prevent core damage, spent
the core or spent fuel hie damage or a major release

Safety system control capability can be either degraded or completely lost. both cases are refl,•ced. Unreliable functioning of several safety system instruments or

alarms and unavailability of safety system instruments or controls are considered. Post-accident btgmmentation provides the essential information to support safety
system operation and control and is included



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING. STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the following Declare a general emergency it, Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if.
entry conditions:

High "'I concentration in the pritary "I3 concentration is grater than [insert "1 concentration is greater than "I[ concentration is greater than [insert

coolant stke specific val3esfor reease of [0% finsert site specific value indicating site specific value 100 times the

Note: Coolant samples should not be ofc ore imnemor] release qof 20% of the gap inwetor)y] technical specifications or other

taken if they will result in high ational lmits]

individual doses.

- Use only concentrations from
samples taken after the start of the
event

-Coolant concentrations may not be
representative
Assumes the core may not be
coolable after 10% melt

Confirmed core damage [Insert site specfic readings from post- [Insert sitespecfic readingsfrom po
accident sampling system'

3 idicaing accident sampling flem indicating
release of 20% of gap mnventMo- release of 1% ofitp intworyJ

13 Reference to a failed fuel monitor in a pressurized water reactor and off-gas monitorl- a boiling water rcor is replaced by reference to a post-accident sampling

system.
'4 The gap inventory is the amount of fission products in the fuel pin gap during normal operations.

0'~



. TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the ollowing Declare a general emergency if. Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if:
entry conditlons:
Primary system leak Primary system le*k roiring all Primary sy'stem leak for more than Primary system leak rate for more than

tormal and highf prwur emergency
core coolant sys~tttsto mainutain
primary system water leve" and any
ofthe fbllowing.

Injection into the vessel Ie-thaw the
rate found flm Fig 8

or
- Vessel water level below topof

active fuel and d ecre asing

15 min requiring all normal and high
presse emergency core coolant
systems to maintain primary system
water lovel [nsert site specific
rndicatorVj

15 min greater than 2% of normal full
power feedwater flow"7 (for boiling
water reactor refer to the reactor coolant
inventory control system) [insert site
specific indicators -- as an alternative,
reference to normal charging flow might
be made]

or
-- Major (100-1000 times incteases

in multiple radiation monitors
or

- Other indications of imminent or
actual core damage

Note: Imminent containment boundary
failure might be considered as an
additional criterion".

VI The criterion was replaced by the same requirement used for site area emergency to refer to the leakrte instead of the tprev iously misleading) operational core cooling

system.
• In the case of a loss of coolant accident and core damage, the status of the containment barrier will i•tl) affect the magnitude of the fission product release.
17 Leak rate with respect to normal feedwater flow for normal full power operation is used instead of leaktate ith respect to the number of operating pumps. Such leak

rate specification better covers the concern during a loss of coolant accident (i.e. to ensure sufficient core cootig). For some plants, the leak rate should also be
determined on the basis of the normal charging flow rate.



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING. STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the following Declare a general cmergency it Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if:
entry conditions:

Primary system leak directly to Primary system lea directly to the Primary system leak directly to Pressurized water reactor: primary
atmosphere, such as: atmosphere antd ay tfthe following: atmosphere'8  system leak to the secondary system

or requiring continuous operation of more
--- Pressurized water reactor: steam - Projected or cPovessel water -Pre•sirized water reactor: significant than the usually operating2 °charging
generator tube rupture levIelWow top of ativ•e4el Wle from the primary to the secondary pumps to maintain primary system water

-Boiling water reactor: main steam or level
isolation valve failure outside of - Major (0 l-IO00X times) increnes
containment in multiple radiation monitor Boiling water reactor. main steam
A leak with a lailure ofthe or isolation valve failure without loss of
containment to achieve isolation - Other indiction of actual or integrity ofsteam piping to turbine

- A plant with no containment imminent core damage and/or condenser2'

Radiation levels

Effluent release rates greater than
100 times the release limits

Effluent monitor readings ftr more
than 15 min greater than [insert &e
specific list of effluent monitors and
readings indicating that in I hour thw
off-site doses will be greater th/an the
intervention levels for urgent protectve
actions. assuming average
meteorological conditions]

Effluent tonitor readings t'forgm
than 15 mi greater than /insert se
specic list of eff/lna monitors and
r.adigs rndrcaling that in 4 hourT tihe
off-stie doses will be greater than 0. 10
qflsle itervenunm levesfor urgent
protlctre actions. assuming average
meteorologicui conditions]

Effluent monitor readings for more than
15 min greater than [insert sitespecfic
list qfeffluent montors and readings
indicating 100 times the release limits]

Any significant primary leak directly to the atmosphere will cause releases of fission products to thL environment, and it is necessary to take immediate actions to stop
the leak.

'+ For pressurized water reactors, a significant primary system to secondary system leak could cause releaes of fission products to the environment, and it is necessary
to take immediate actions to stop the leak.

•" For pressurized water reactors, a primary system to secondary system leak at a rate above the normal charging sytem capability can quickly cause releases of fission
products to the environment, and it is necessary to take appropriate actions to stop the leak.

21 For boiling water reactors, failure of the main steam isolation valve without loss of integrity of steam piping to thtine and/or condenser could cause early releases
of fission products to the environment, and it is necessary to take appropriate actions to stop the leak.



0ý TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATINGQ STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For tde following Declare a general emergensytif Declare a site area emergency if Declare an alert if
entrv conditions:

tHigh radiation levels in the icotroiroom Radiation levels grea than 10 mSl; Radiation levels greater than I mSv/h Radiation levels greater than 0.10 mSv/h
or other areas requiring continuous potentially lasting several hours potentially lasting several hours
access fbr safety system operation and
maintenance

Note: Inconsistent monitor readings could
result from incomplete mixing, a failed
monitor or irradiation from a
contaminated system nearbl. Monitors
may show high. low or centre range ifthey
fail. Readings can be confirmed using
hand held monitors outside the area.

I ligh radiation levels in areas requiring Radiation levels greater than Radition levls greater than 10 m;/h Radiation levels greater than I mSv/h
occasional occupancy to maintain or 100 mSv/h potentially lasting several potentially lasting several him potentially lasting several hours
control sa fety systems hours

Flevated containment (for boiling water
reactors, dry well)'2 radiation levels

Containment radiation levels greater
than 5 Gy/h [or insert site specific

Containment radiation lvels gredw
than I G-i/h for inseil site rpmCjfjc

Containment radiation levels increase
mote than 0. 10 mGy/h for insert sUe

Note: lnconsistent monitor readings &ha 20 6 p rnc
coud eslt ro icomlee ixig ra than 2091 gap imvniori'J than 1% gap imventoryl greater t*ta 100% coolant im'entort'coouId resultI from i ncomplete mixing or a""

failed monitor or irradiation from a
contaminated system nearby". Monitors
may show high. low or centre range if
they fIa. Readings can be confirmed
using hand held monitors outside the
containment.

" l-or boiling water reactors, the dry well instead of the containment is more approprit.
T Radiation from a contaminated system nearby could also affect the radiation monitors inside the containment.



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING. STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the following Declare a general emergency if Declare a site area emergency if Declare an alert if.
entry conditions:

U ;nplanned increase in plant radiatin Multiple plant radiaiiomonitors show Multiple plant radiation monitors show, Multiple plant radiation monitors show
levels aunplanned or unpmicied increase ti unplanned or unpredicted increase an unplanned or unpredicted increase by

by a factor of 100 or more and any byafeactor of 100 or more and a major a factor of 100 or more
other indication of atual core dainage transient is in progress potentially

affect igt th abildit to protect the core

High ambient dose rates at or beyond' 4  Ambient dose rates at or beyond the Ambient dose rates at or beyond the Ambient dose rates at or beyond the site
the site bowidarv site boundaiy greater than I rnSv/h lor site boundary greate dian 0.1 mSv/h boundary greater than 10 t1Sv/h for

insert the site specfic operational or insert one teuoth of the site specific msert site specific reading indicating
intervention leve4lrevacuatbon: see operational intenon level for 100 times the background]
Procedure B! in Ref [27j] evawcu ation: see Procedure 1B in

Re!f f - 7j

Sec urity events, fires, explosions, toxic gas releases, natural and ollher events

Security event (intruder or malicious act) Security event resulting in loss of the Security eent resulting in damageor Security event with potential to affect
ability to monitor and control satfty impaired5 access to sfety systems safety system operation, or uncertain
functions needed to protect the core security conditions

Fire or explosion Fire or explosion potentially affecting
(including turbine thilure) areas containing safety systems

Toxic or flammable gases including, for Flammable gas concentrations that Toxic or flammable gases in the plant
boiling water reactors, hydrogen in the
dry well '

prevent controlor maintenance of
safety systems

, -- -- -- - --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -24 Ambient dose rate is usually measured at the site boundary. However, if any measurement of ambient dose rate beyond the site boundary is available, it can be used

for the purpose of this EAL.
'- Wording change to better reflect the intent of the criterion.

F•For boiling water reactors, hydrogen concentration in the dry well could increase, which can cause significan daige in the event of ignition.

011
I'D



-i TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING. STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the following Declare a general emergiccy it Declare a site area emergency if Declare an alert if:
entry conditions:

Evacuation of the main control roomu7  Neither the main control room nor the Plant can be controlled from emergency
emergency control room is habitable control room

Major natural disaster such as: Major natural events resulting in Major natural events that threaten the

- Earthquake dainpe or impaired"
0 access to safety plant such as:

- Tornado systemsnd/or decay heat removal - Events beyond the design basis of the

- Flood systems or affecting their long term plant

-- High winds operation - Events resulting in actual or potential

Vehicle or aircraft" crash loss of access to the site for a long

- Hurricane period of time

-- Tsunami
Storm surge
Low water level
Lightning strike-"

Loss of connmmications" Events resulting in actual or potential
loss of communications to the site for a
long period of time

27 New EAL: In the case of the need to evacuate the main control room. the ability to conrol the plant is affected (the severity of the situation depends on the plant

design), If the emergency control room is used for plant control, an alert is the appropriate EALA if both the main control room and the emergency control room are
affected and the plant has to be controlled by alternative means, a site area emergency is tbc appropriate EAL.
An aircraft crash could also cause severe damage to the plant and reduce plant safety.
Lightning strikes could also cause severe damage to the plant and reduce plant safety.

•' Wording changed to better reflect the intent of the criterion.
' This EAL is new and reflects the items that were deleted from the previous line.



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATINGQ STANDBY OR HOT

SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the lollowing Declare a general emergeacy if. Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if:
entry conditions:

Plant shift supervisor's opinion Conditions that war~anttaking urgent Conditions that warrant preparing the Abnormal conditions that warrant
protective actions off th site public to implement urgent protective obtaining immediate additional

actios asistance for the on-site operations staff
or

or Abronnal conditions that warrant
Conmitionsthat warrant taking increased preparedness on the part of
protective actions on the site off-site officials

Spent fuel pool e"enms

Abnormal refuelling or spent fuel Fully drained pool containing mor Water level belowtop ofirradiated fuel Loss of ability to maintain water level
conditions than one third ofa core removed from or above spent fuel

the reactor within the past 3 years Radiatioo level in pool ara geater to spent or
th racorDamage tosetfuel

or thaU 30 m*i)/h or

Radiation level in pool arceagreater LoAss of ability to maintain pool water
than 3 Gy/h temperature below 80C32

2 High temperature in the spent fuel pool is a result of the degradation of hiat removal from the spcu fewl. and this lcaw e should also be used as an additional
symptom of abnormal refuelling conditions or spent fuel conditions.



TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE

For the following entry conidiionsý Declare a general emuygeney if: Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if

Critical safety function impairment

Inability to maintain the plant in a safe Failure to maintaintlhe reactor in a Failure to maintain the reactor in a
shutdown (subcritical) state subcritical condition and any of the subcitical condition

followng:

- V 1s&el injection rate sllaan shown
in Fig. 9

or
- Vessel water leael below top of

active fuel
or

- Major 00-1000 times) increases
in multiple radiationwrittors

or
- Other indications of actual or

imminent core damage or spent uIel
damage

Inability to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown (subcritical) state is also a concern in the cold shutdpwn mode and the refuelling mode. Since all control rods are
inserted into the core and there is no means for immediate insertion of negative remeMty into the core. theboron dilution in the retor coolant system could return
the reactor to criticality. This would cause the temperature of the reactor coolant systemtonMcrase and, because of the negative thermirneactivity coefficient, negative
reactivity would be inserted into the core. This process is partly self-controlled. However, in the vent of failure to maintain the reactor in a subcritical condition, it is
necessary to take immediate action to return the reactor to a subcritical condition. Alert and she reaemergency are appropriate EALs in this case, since this process
is not so time critical as during power operation, or in the hot standby or the hot shutdown mode.



TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REF UELLING MODE (cont.)

For the following enti conditions: Declare a general emegency if: Declare a site area emergency if- Declare an alert if

Pressurized water reactor inadequate
core cooling -- abnormal primary
system temperatureb

Note: Temperature should be measured
in the vessel. Most pressurized water
reactors have core exit thermocouples to
measure temperatures in the vessel. Use
the average of the highest four core exit
thermocouple readings. [he hot leg
temperature (Th.) could also be used if
no core exit thermocouples are available.
although this indication is less prompt.'

Pressurized water reactor primar-
system temperature greater than WO0C
had any of the lbllowing:

- Vessel injection rat ls than water
loss due to decay het boil-off (use
Fig 8 and capacin, vffsws prssiwre
curves of ope raing pumps.r

(or
- Vessel water level below top of

active fuel
or

- Major (100-1000tinmes) uitncases
in multiple rdiation mot#ors

or
- Other indications of imminent (cmi

damage or spent fuel damage

Pressurized water reactor primary
system temperature greater than 90'C
for more than 30 min

Note: 90WC limit applies to refuelling
modc; for cold shutdown mode it has to
be replaoed by temperature
corresponding to the relieving pressure
of the cold overpressure mitigating
system.'

Pressurized water reactor pnmary
system temperature greater than 80WC

b Different temperatures that characterize inadequate core cooling for pressurized wate reactors shouldbe used for the cold shutdown and relifelling modes. lDuing
refuelling the reactor upper head is removed and the reactor coolant system can only be t atmospheric ps . The reactor coolani system temperature is maintained
at a low level. [he reactor coolant system temperature increase is a symptom of inadequate cooling. and immediate action to restore core cooling should be taken.
For temperatures above 80'C. alert is the appropriate EAL. If the reactor coolant systeLmtemperature continues to increase, it is a more sevre situation and a site area
emergency is the appropriate EAL
T,,, provides a backup for core temperature: however, water flow through the core cannot be readiyco firmed and changes in T., occur after the core exit temperature
changes
This is a more accurate description of the phenomena inside the reactor vessel.
If the reactor coolant system is unsealed. 90'C is the appropriate temperature value for this EAL. floweva', if the reactor coolant system is sealed and the reactor
coolant system temperature can increase without loss of suhcooling, the temperature corresponding to satrti temperature at the relieving pressure of the cold
overpressure mitigating system is the appropriate value.



TABLE 13. LMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE (cont.)

For the following entry conditions: Declare a general emergeuncYif Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if:

Abnormal water level in the premsure Water level is.or is projected tob below Water level is. or is projected to be. Water level is, or is projected to be,
vessel or in the refuelling area top of active fuel fornmore than 30rinm below top of active fuel below the mid-loop elevation and
(inadequate core or spent fuel cool ing residual heat removal is interrupted for

more than 15 min

Water lv is. or is projected to be,
below topof active fuel and any ofthe
following:

- Vessel injection rate less than fnse
Fig. 8 and cqiacpty versus pressr
cur-es ofopeiwlngpumps]'

or
Major (100--1000 times) nerases in
areas or process radiation monitors

or
- Other indications of imminent corw

damage

Loss of AC or DC power sources Actual or projected loss of all AC or DC Actual or projected pss ofall AC or AGor DC power needed for operation of
power needed for operation of safety DC power needed forope ration of safetysystems and their supporting
systems and their supporting systemsh is safety systems and their supporting systems v!duced to a single source
likely for more than 90 min [or insert site systems fomore than 60 min or
spectfic time required to uncover core or insert svk specie time required to
spent fuelfor more than 30 mini uncover the co or spent fuel]

Actual or projected abnormal water level in the pressure vessel or the refuelling area is a symptom of itinpquate core cooling or spent fuel cooling. The severity of
the event increases as the water level decreases. If the water level is lower than is necessary for residual heat reoval and cannot be restored, immediate action to
restore core cooling should be taken. For this water level, alert is the appropriate EAL.
This is a more accurate description of the phenomena inside the reactor vessel.
Operation of the supporting systems for the safety systems is a necessary condition for operation of the safety s .



TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE (cont.)

For the following entry conditons- Declare a general ememgency if Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if:

Loss of all AC or DC power neededfr
the operation ofsaflysystems and any
of the following;

Vessal water levl below top of
active fuel

or

Major (100-1000 times) increa in
multiple radiation monitors

or
- Other ndicaon of actual or

imminent core damage

Conditions of an unknown cause Conditions which are not understood
affecting safety systems and which could potentially affect safety

systems

Loss or degraded control of safety
systems including post-accident
instrumentation'

Unavailability of safrty system
instruments or controls in the control
room and remote control locations and
any of the following:

- Projected or confirmed vessel water
level below top of irradiated fuel

or
Major (100-1000 times) increase in
multiple radiation monitors

or

Unavailability of y system
instruments or contro6in the control
room for more than 30 min and major
trasent in progress potentially
affecting the ability to protect irradiated
fuel

Unreliable functioning of some safety
system instrwnents or controls in the
control room for more than 30 min

-- Other indications of actual or
imminent core damage

The control capability for safety systems could he either degraded or lost completely. both are reflected.



TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE (cont.)

For the following entry endions: Declare a general emergenicy if: Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if

ltovs of fission product barriers

Major increased risk of core damage or Loss for more than% 90tin of all Failure of one or more safety system Actual or predicted safety system
spent fuel damage systems rcquiredto protect the core [or components will result in uncovering failures which increase the risk of core

insert sae specific tome required to ofthe core or spent fuel (loss of damage or spent fuel damage
uncoQw core for more than 3 min redundaxp) in safety systems)

Confirmed or projected core or spent Confirmed release greaterthan 20% of Fuel hading accident or confirmed Fuel handling accident and containment
tfel damage' gap nventoty i the reactor ce release greater than 1% of gap isolation (e.g. by ventilation, locks)

inventory and imomplex containment
isolation (e.g. bywntilaton, locks)

Primary system coolant fluid leaki Major leak from piping carrying primnary
system coolant fluid outside the
containment (in purification systems,
reactor heat removal system, etc.)

A fuel handling accident or confirmed release of a significant amount of the ga inventory can caue release offi products to the environment. In the cold
shutdown and refuelling modes, the containment could be the only intact har to a release. In such a cae, imm lion should be taken to mitigate or prevent
the release. In the event that the containment is isolated, alert is the appropriate emergency class, and•s•te area emergency maý be appropriate in the event that the
containment is not completely isolated.
lEven if a leak is less probable in the cold shutdown and refuelling modes than in the tower operation, hot standby and hot shutdown modes, there still exists a
possibility of primary system coolant leak. If a leak affecting core cooling occurs, immediate action to stop the leak and to prevent the loss of core cooling should be
taken. The alert EAL is appropriate in such cases.



TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE (cont.)

For the following cnt, ondiions: Declare a general emtwgency if Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if

Radiation levels

Effluent release rates greater than Efluent monitor reirns for more Effluent monitor readings for more Effluent monitor readings for more than
100 times the release limits than 15 min grpeter t [insert sae than 15 min greater than [insert site 15 mn greater than [insert site specific

specific ltst o/ eluent mmaitors and specifte list of effluent monitors and list ofeffluent monitors and readings
readi•gs i dicaing that in J hour the reaingýs indicating that in 4 hours the indicating 100 times the release limits]
offsite dos will be grealer than ie off-site doses will be greater than 0. 10
intervention kllset for urgent proleci ce of the inars'ention levels for urgent
actions. uaaining average protective actions, assumtng average
meteorologicatditions/ meteorological wridintins]

High radiation levels in areas requiring Radiation levels gretter than 10 mSv/1 Radiation levels gretr than I mSv/ih Radiation levels greater than 0.10 mSv/h
continuous access for operation and potetially lasting severahouars potentially lasting several hours
maintenance of safety systems

Note: Inconsistent monitor readings
could result from incomplete mixing, a
failed monitor or irradiation from a
contaminated system nearby. Monitors
may show high, low or centre range if
they fail. Readings can be confirmed
using hand held monitors outside the
area

High radiation levels in areas requiring
occasional occupancy to maintain or
inspect safety systems

Radiation levels greater than
100 mSv/h potentially lasting
several hours

Radiation levels tgeater than 10 mSvlh Radiation levels greater than I mSvih
potentially Ixtang several hours potentially lasting several hours



--4 TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR00

REFUELLING MODE (cont.)

For the following entry conditions: Declare a general emaergncy if: Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if

Evaluated containment radianionlevels Containment radiation level a t Containment radiation levels greater Containment radiation levels increasing
Note: Inconsistent monitor readi than 5 Gy/h [or insetste ipeci/k than I Gy/h [or insert site specific laster than 0. 10 mGy/h [or insert site

ole: f reading indicating relea of greater reading indicating rekase of greater specific reading indicating release of
could result from incomplete mixing.. than 20% of gap itneniory] thian 1% of gap inventori,] greater than 10% of coolant]
failed monitor or irradiation from a
contaminated system nearby. Monitors
may show high, low or centre range if
they fail. Readings can be confirmed
using hand held monitors outside the
containment.

Unplanned increase in plant radiation Multiple plant m nimti onitors show Multiple plant radiationicnitorsshow Multiple plant radiation monitors show
levels as indicated by monitors an unplanned or utiprdicted increase an unptined or unpre ed increase an unplanned or unpredicted increase by

by a factor of 100 or more andam, byafact of 100 ormom and a major a factor of 100 or more
other indication of actual ce danage trannt inprog re - potentia

affleting th ability to pro ttcore

High ambient dose rates at or beyond'
the site boundary

Ambient dose rates at or beyond the
site boundary greater than I mSv/h for
insert the site speci/'ic operational
intervention levelfor evacuation:
see Procedure BI in Ref 127]]

Ambient dose ra t or beyond the.
site xoundary greterfWan 0( I minvib
for insert one tenih thesite specfic
opewriuma interentio linelfor
evacwiont: see Procedure BI in
Ref. 27]

Ambient dose rates at or beyond the site
boundary greater than 10 plSv/h [or
inwrn site specific reading indicating
100 tis the dose rate due to
backgroimd radiation levels]

Ambient dose rate is usually measured at the site boundary. I lowever, if any measurement of ambitnt dose rate beyond the site boundary is available, it can be used
for the purpose ofthis EAL.



TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE (cont.)

For the tollowing entry conditions Declare a general emegency ift Declare a site area emergency itf Declare an alert if

Securitv events, fires, explosios, toxic gas releases. natural and other events

Security event (intruder or malicious S,"urity event resuting in loss of the Security event resulting in damage or Security event with potential to affect
act) ability to monitor andcontrol safety {wpaired access to satfty systems that safety system operation, or uncertain

functions needed to protect the core are required to be operable' security conditions

Fire or explosion" Fire or explosion potentially affecting
areas containing safety systems

Toxic or flammable gases Toxic or flammable gases in plant

A major natural disaster such as: Major natural evets resulting in Major natural events that threaten the
dnai~e or ininaired ~cas~ to safety nlant such as:

- Earthquakecn/rdcNha rmvlsseso
-Tornado an"-"or a ccgy heat removals or Events beyond the design basis of the
-Floods atfectingtheirlong teperati plant
- High winds - Events resulting in actual or potential
- Vehicle or aircraft crash' loss of access to the site for a long
- Hurricane period of time

Tsunami
-- Storm surge

Low water
Lightning strikeP

Formal wording change to better convey the intent of the eriterion. Only safety systems thatare required to be operable are referenced in this EAL.
Turbine is not in operation in the cold shutdown and refuelling modes

o Aircraft crash can also cause severe damage to the plant and reduce plant safety.
P Lightning strikes can cause severe damage to the plant and reduce plant safety.
q Wording changed to better convey the intent of the criterion-



00 "TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE (cont.)

For the following entry conditions: Declare a general emergency if, Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if:

Loys of commumcations Events resulting in actual or potential
loss of communications to the site for a
long period of time

Plant shift supervisor's opinion Conditions that warrant taking urgent Conditions that warrant preparing the Abnormal conditions that warrant
protootive actions off tw si4c putlic to implement urgent protective immediate additional assistance for the

actions or taking protective actions on on-site operations staff or increased
the site preparedness of off-site officials

Spent fuel pool events

Abnormal refuelling or spent fuel Fully drained poolgcntaining fuel Water level below top of irradiated fuel Loss of ability to maintain water level in
conditions removed from the rcatlor core within or pool containing irradiated fuel

the past 6 months Radiatiao level in pool mca grpeater or
or than 30 m~jy/b Damage to irradiated fuel

Radiation level in pool area greater or
than 3 (y/hi Loss of ability to maintain pool water

temperature below 80'C

This EAL is new and reflects items deleted from the previous line.
High temperature in the spent fuel pool is a result of a degradation in heat removal fom the spent furl. and this temperature should also be used as an additional
symptom ofabnormal refuelling or abnormal spent fuel conditions.



EXAMPLE EALs

111.27. When using Tables 12 and 13. all the abnormal entry conditions in the
first column should be reviewed. For each entry condition that applies to a
specific case, the class is selected by matching the EAL criteria to the left. The
accident is classified at the highest class indicated, the highest class being
'general emergency' and the lowest class being 'alert'.

11.28. These example EALs are based on an example system from Ref. [27].
Changes in the original guidance of Ref, [271 are accompanied by footnotes to
explain and distinguish them from the techical comments included in the
original guidance in Ref. [33]. This was done to help users of the previous
guidance to better understand how to apply the changes. Some of the EALs from
the original guidance were removed (this is not noted in the tables).

COOLING MARGIN-SATURATION CURVE

111.29. A primary system temperature equal to or greater than the saturation
temperature indicates that the water in the core is boiling. The cooling margin can
be approximated (neglecting instrument inaccuracies) by subtracting the coolant
temperature from the saturation temperature for the given primary system
pressure. For a pressurized water reactor a negative cooling margin indicates that
water is boiling in the reactor pressure vessel and that the reactor core may be
uncovered [33].

28 1 390 t

2-0 30 3 -- ---- - ]
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T 350
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Absolute pressure (MPa) Absolute pressure (MPa)

FIG 7. Cooling maigin-sann'ation cm-ae [27].
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How to use Fig. 7:

111.30. Detemuine the absolute pressure and temperature in the primary system Tp;
then rse the graphs to determine the saturation temperature T., and thus the
cooling margin, by using the equation below:

Cooling margin = T., - T•

where

TP, is the temperature in the primary system;
T., is the saturation temperature from Fig. 7.

WATER LOST BY BOILING DUE TO DECAY HEAT IN A 3000 MW(th)

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

111.31. The curve in Fig. •Sshows the amount of water that miust be injected into
the reactor pressure vessel to replace water lost by boiling due to decay heat. This
curve is based on a 3000 MW(th) reactor operated at a constant power for a
nominally inflnite period and then shut down instantaneously. This is the
minimum water flow rate that must be injected into a reactor core to cool it once
it is shut down [33].

Step 1: Determine the amount of water injection required, from:

w, = .3000 Ppl,,t (MW(th))

3o00o0(MAV(th))

where

W, is the water injection required (m3/h):

Wooo is the water injection required for a 3000 MW(th) plant (m3Ah). from Fig. 8:

Pvnt is the power output of the plant in MW(th) (MW(th) = 3 , MW(e)).

Step 2: If the core has been uncovered for more than 15 min. increase the
injection rate by a factor of three to acconmnodate the heat from the Zr-H 20

reaction and built-up (stored) energy.
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Appendix IV

OBSERVABLES ON THE SCENE OF
A RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY

IV. 1. In a radiological emergency, the inner cordoned area is where protective
action is implemented to protect responders and the public. Initially the size of the
area is determined on the basis of information that can t directly observed (e.g.
markings). The size of the area may be expanded on the basis of dose rates and
environmental measurement OILs (see Appendix II) when these data become
available. Table 14 [7. 17] provides suggestis fr the approximate radius ofth
inner cordoned area. Instruction 1 in Ref. [] provides a list of observables that
can be used by first responders to idnify a dangerous source. The actual
boundaries of the safety and security perimeters should be defined in such a way
that they are easily recognizable (e.g. by roads) and should be secured. However.
the safety perimeter should be esblished at least as far from. the source as is
indicated in the table until the radiological assessor has assessed the situation.

TABLE 14. SUGGESTED RADIUS OF THE IXN CORDONED AREA
(SAFETY PERIMETER) IN A NUCLEAR OR RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY

Situation Initial inner cordoned area
(safety perimeter)

Initial deermeinanon - Outside

Unshielded or damaged potentially dangerous source 30 m radius around the source

Major spill from a potentially dangerous source 100 m radius around the source

Fire. explosion or fumes involving a dangerous source 300 m radius

Suspected bomb (possible radiological dispersal
device), exploded or unexploded

Conventional (non-nuclear) explosion or a fire
involving a nuclear weapon (no nuclear yield)

400 m radius or more to protect
against an explosion

1000 m radiuLs

Initial determination - Inside a building

Damage. loss of shielding or spill involving a
potenthialy dangerous source

Fire or other event involving a potentially dangerous
source that can spread radioactive material throughout
the building (e.g. through the ventilation system)

Affected and adjacent areas
(including floors above and below)

Entire building and appropriate
outside distance as indicated above

Fvpansion based on radiological inonitonng

OIL 1 and OIL2 from Table 8 Wherever these levels are measured
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